
THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINELinking Three CenturiesDAVID STICKLANDRutherford Appleton LaboratoryChilton, Didcot, OX11 0QX, UKAbstract. A brief history of The Observatory Magazine is presented in thecontext of a review of the procedures and practices of the Editors over thelast 125 years, so far as is known from the available archives. In an age ofincreasing emphasis on electronic communication, the future prospects forthe Magazine may not be especially rosy.1. IntroductionIt may be that today, at the beginning of the 21st Century, The ObservatoryMagazine, in its distinctive light-blue cover and distinctly non-electronicformat, might be regarded as something of an anachronism in the worldof publishing, particularly in what is most certainly a `high-tech' disci-pline like astronomy. However, our science has deep roots and, while mostpractitioners have not been slow to take advantage of the latest electronicapparatus, high-speed computers, and sensitive detectors, not a few retainsome attachment to the history and traditions of astronomy. Perhaps thatexplains why the Magazine has survived for more than 125 years, fromthe more leisured age of the great amateur scientists of the late Victorianera, through the explosive growth in astronomy of the last century, to thepresent. In this article, I shall attempt an overview of the Magazine bylooking in turn at the various facets and factors that have made it what itis today.2. A Very Brief History of TimeThe very �rst issue of The Observatory, A Monthly Review of Astronomyappeared on 1877 April 20 at the princely sum of 1 shilling1 , which in1Five pence in `new money', about 7 or 8 cents to European and American readers.



2 DAVID STICKLAND2003 prices would be around 80 pence. In dimensions, the Magazine atits founding was very similar to that of today, perhaps demonstrating theresistance of successive Editors to change (but see the Editorials in (Vol.66, p. 69) and (Vol. 77, p. 1) for evidence of a wobble!). It had just 32pages, rather fewer than the typical issue today with around 60 pages, butnot so very di�erent for the yearly total, as we shall see. The cover was arather darker blue than with which recent readers will be familiar, and the`contents' graced the front cover rather than the back.The founder of the Magazine and its �rst Editor was William HenryMahoney Christie, at that time Chief Assistant to the Astronomer Royal,Sir George Airy. It is not clear from existing records just why Christie beganthe Magazine; it has been argued that there was some dissatisfaction withthe Royal Astronomical Society over the publication of its meeting reports;or more sinisterly, with the goings-on in the RAS Council and even theRAS Club at the time (see Vol. 1, pp. 67, 97, 142, 208, 211, 251). Certainlyfrom that �rst issue to the present day, reports of the Ordinary Meetings ofthe RAS have featured prominently in The Observatory's pages, and seemto have been widely appreciated: Sir William McCrea (1975) noted that\Its reports have brought the meetings of the Royal Astronomical Societyto life for readers all over the world, many of whom have never actually at-tended a meeting in their lives." Undoubtedly, given the reputation of Airyas a stickler for discipline and order, one cannot imagine that the publica-tion was produced without his support or connivance, although it must bepointed out that Christie's private address was given for correspondence inthat �rst issue.The �rst volume, of 12 numbers, was concluded with the 1878 Aprilissue since there was no Magazine published in 1877 December. Volume 2ran from 1878 May through to 1879 April with an issue every month, buta rather large Volume 3 sought to align the volumes with the calendar byrunning from 1879 May to 1880 December. From that date until 1940 (Vol.63), each volume contained 12 issues, and theMagazine really was amonthlyreview. However, the material and personal hardships of the Second WorldWar took its toll on The Observatory, as it did on most other aspects oflife in London, and for the next four years only six issues were producedper year, in April, May, June, August, October, and December, and theywere collected together in just two volumes representing 1941 & 1942 (Vol.64) and 1943 & 1944 (Vol. 65). Volume 66 also covered two years but theMagazine was then produced in February, April, June, August, October,and December, the pattern of apparitions with which we are now familiar.Volume 67, however, encompassed just one year, 1947, and set the precedentfollowed to this day.Of course, the present arrangement means that the Magazine is no



THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINE 3longer a monthly review, and naturally that claim no longer appears onthe front cover. Does this mean that less material is being published? Notnecessarily! Fig. 1 shows the number of pages printed per year and, whileit is clear that the Magazine was generally substantially fatter in its prime,with page numbers often in excess of 400, and that the post-war years |extending into the 1980s | were quite lean, there has been something of arevival in the last few years. Of course, whether quantity relates to qualityis another matter!In addition to the Magazine proper, some supplementary material hasappeared from time to time. One of the early features of The Observatorywas a small set of ephemerides and memoranda for the more observationally-minded reader. From 1886 (Vol. 9) until 1920 (Vol. 43), much of the tabularmaterial pertaining to planetary positions and other astronomical phenom-ena was collected into an annual Companion appearing at the beginningof the volume and doubtless produced by the `computers' at the RoyalObservatory, Greenwich, which was the home of the Magazine for so long.Every good journal publishes an annual index but in the pre-electronicage the occasional General Index was a great time saver for those engaged inbibliographic research. The Observatory has published two General Indices:the �rst, in 1959, covering Volumes 1{75 (1877{1955) was compiled byE. G. Martin on his retirement from the Royal Greenwich Observatory atHerstmonceux; the second appeared in 1975 and covered Volumes 76{90(1956{1970) and was again compiled by the tireless Mr. Martin. A thirdGeneral Index is at an advanced stage of preparation by the current Editors,bringing the coverage up to 2000.3. FeaturesSo, what do we �nd on opening a typical issue of The Observatory? It stillpurports to be a A Review of Astronomy and in years gone by it did indeedcarry many reviews by such popularizers of astronomy as Agnes Clerke(see Br�uck (2002)) as well as many authoritative articles based on reviewsof publications. One of the longest-serving Editors, T. Lewis, perhaps en-couraged the idea of serial papers, for which the Magazine is well-known,by publishing a four-part review on `Double-Star Astronomy' in 1893 (al-though some serial papers had been published before that). Possibly oneof the most valuable such series, `Some Problems in Astronomy', ran to 24reviews and appeared between 1913 and 1917, with articles on a wide rangeof topics by leaders in the various �elds: Chapman on `Globular Clusters'(Vol. 36, p. 112), Eddington on `Spectral Classes' (Vol. 36, p. 142), Fowleron `Solar and Stellar Photospheres' (Vol. 36, p. 182), Brown on `The Moon'sMotion' (Vol. 37, p. 206), de Sitter on `The Figure of the Earth' (Vol. 38,



4 DAVID STICKLANDp. 315), Je�reys on `The Mechanical Properties of the Earth' (Vol. 38, p.347), and Jeans on `Rotating Masses' (Vol. 40, p. 196), to give just a fewexamples.Unfortunately, such powerful reviews have been rare in recent timesdespite sporadic attempts by the Editors of the day to solicit them. Theydid manage to pull together some valuable contributions for issue 1054 (Vol.103, 1983) commemorating the supernova that gave rise to the Crab Nebulain the year of the same number. And, of course, recently they persuadedDavid Hughes to deliver a �ne essay on `Measuring the Moon's Mass' tocelebrate the Magazine's 125th birthday (2002 April). It was hoped | andperhaps still is | that the demise of the Quarterly Journal of the RoyalAstronomical Society in 1996 might have thrown some review-type materialin the direction of The Observatory, but in the event little materialized. Theo�er is, of course, still open!The main staple diet of the Magazine since the �rst issue has alwaysbeen the reports of the Ordinary Meetings of the RAS (now re-brandedas the Astronomy & Geophysics Meetings), and these do, by their verynature, contain transcripts of talks on the `hot topics' of the day; hence thenotion of `reviews' is not completely lost. In days of yore, other meetingreports were carried: those of the Royal Meteorological Society from late1887 through to 1933 (and, strangely, their 1963 Summer Meeting), thoseof the Liverpool Astronomical Society from the autumn of 1883 until theend of 1890, and even a few of the Astronomical Society of the Paci�c,between 1889 and 1892. Given the valuable rôle Editor E. W. Maunderplayed in the formation of the British Astronomical Association, it is nottoo surprising to �nd that theMagazine also reported meetings of the BAAfrom its inception in 1889 until 1935, when their own Journal took over.Much more recently, some of the Specialist Discussion Meetings of the RAShave been reported (others are carried by Astronomy & Geophysics, the new`house journal' of the RAS), and some of the discussions held at the UK'sannual National Astronomy Meetings. While the RAS Ordinary Meetingsare reported by the Editors of The Observatory | two of them generallytake this responsibility and cover alternate meetings | most other eventsare reported by the organizers, who are invited to submit a summary forpublication.Short papers (and some not-so-short ones | see Vol. 120, p. 1, and Vol.121, p. 1) are undoubtedly an important feature of the Magazine, and havebeen since its inception. The early days saw many short reports of (often vi-sual) observations of comets, meteors, and planetary phenomena, althoughthe accent in more recent times has been on distinctly professional work,especially in astrophysics. Regrettably, the concept of `prestige' amongstjournals, especially in recent years where publications have become a form



THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINE 5of currency amongst upwardly mobile astronomers, has militated againsta strong ow of exciting material for publication. Some element of originalresearch material is probably essential to preserve the circulation amongstprofessional libraries. However, it seems that we can always count on theamazingly productive pen (�guratively speaking) of Roger Gri�n to ensurethat we have something original to publish each issue. His remarkable serieson `Spectroscopic Binary Orbits from Photoelectric Radial Velocities' has,at the time of writing, reached 171! Others, such as the present author,have tried to emulate Professor Gri�n, but only a pale and poor imitationwas forthcoming.2Correspondence has long been an essential part of the Magazine but itourished more vigorously during its youth, in part because of the monthlypublication schedule and the rapid processing of material from receipt topress in those days. For all our present-day electronic wizardry, it is salu-tary to note that contributions were appearing just a week or two aftersubmission around the turn of the 19/20th Centuries, whereas now, withtwo stages of proof checking to be �tted in around the (presumably) busyschedules of those involved, at least four months are required. This is boundto dampen the spontaneity of an exchange of views, although the Editorsregularly throw down the gauntlet to potential correspondents. In 1988{89,I tried to encourage a debate on the funding of British astronomy (Vol. 108,p. 128), but it �zzled out after just two further contributions (Vol. 109, pp.154 & 156), one of them mine. Generally, only rather minor matters havebeen discussed, such as the pronunciation of `aphelion' (Vol. 104, p. 199;Vol. 105, p. 44) and the origins (and spelling) of the word `asteroseismology'(Vol. 116, p. 313), interesting though they might be. In the days of W. T.Lynn, correspondents were real correspondents: he wrote letters for almostevery issue between 1878 and 1912, and sometimes more than one, on anenormous variety of topics (see his obituary in Vol. 35, p. 47). Similarly, W.F. Denning contributed a huge number of letters and short notes betweenthe second issue in 1877 May and 1931 October (see his obituary in Vol.54, p. 276). And, of course, the exchanges of �re could get quite heated |see, for instance, the correspondence relating to the `Sadler-Smyth Scandal'(Vol. 3, pp. 24, 59, 94).Of course, not all correspondence with the Editors actually makes itinto print, for a variety of reasons (including the possibility of libel!). Sucharchives as exist, principally from the 1960s and 1970s, which are lodgedwith the RGO archives at the University of Cambridge Library, containsome most interesting letters on would-be contributors to the Magazineand their o�erings! Earlier archival material may exist in the home institu-2See the series on `Spectroscopic Binary Orbits from Ultraviolet Radial Velocities',which ran in a sporadic fashion from 1987 to 2001.



6 DAVID STICKLANDtions of other Editors or more-deeply buried in the `o�cial' RGO collection.It is, en passant, of some concern that, in more recent times, much commu-nication is carried out by email, which is not often retained for long afterthe events to which they relate. Quite how future historians will fare withsuch insubstantial records is unclear.Book reviews are currently one of the major `selling points' of the Mag-azine, with typically 20 per issue, probably more than any other astronomypublication. They have, of course, long been a feature, �rst appearing un-der the `Notes' banner in Volume 11, 1888, and later under `Publications',although never in the numbers that we �nd today. In fact, it is a non-trivialtask to �nd reviewers for the 150-or-so books that might arrive during thecourse of a year, and for the past few years I have established a panel of`suggestors' who o�er names of possible reviewers for the books on the list Iproduce every week or two. The books are despatched with an apology forno prior contact, and it is a credit to the (generally, but not exclusively) UKastronomical community that well over 90% of the books sent out are actu-ally reviewed. Occasionally the reviews give rise to some adverse commentor attract a hostile reception from the author of the book or his publisher,but thus far the libel lawyers have been kept at bay.For many years, there was a section for `Notes', very much intendedto be part of the review function of the Magazine, into which all mannerof items could be put: `cuttings' from other journals, observatory reports,reviews, short obituaries, personal notes | such as the announcement ofappointments | and so on. This was supplemented from 1894 November for18 years by `An Oxford Note-Book', with a rather more personal treatmentof current events. However, as time went on, and perhaps as more rapidmethods of transmission of such gossip evolved, `Notes' dwindled and �nallydisappeared in 1983. Obituaries are, however, still an occasional feature,although the better organization of the RAS in gathering such tributesmeans that Astronomy & Geophysics (formerly QJ) is the location of choicefor such matters, at least, when Fellows or Associates of the Society havepassed away.The Editors have periodically looked around for other ways to serve theastronomical community, and, for a short while in recent years (1991{1995),The Observatory carried a list of astronomy meetings supplied, in the main,by Elizabeth Bryson of the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope. However, therapid development of electronic communications and the relatively longtime-scales for publication has rendered the Magazine unsuitable as anappropriate medium for such information.Altogether more successful has been the publication of astronomy PhDthesis abstracts, primarily but not exclusively from British students, as away of advertising new research. By no means all UK-based students have



THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINE 7availed themselves of this opportunity but each issue since 1996 Februaryhas typically carried one or two such summaries. This o�er also remainsopen!Concluding each issue, the Editors try to �nd space for a couple of itemscollected by their network of sleuths for the `Here and There' section. Thegeneral idea is to �nd some typographical or grammatical infelicity whichopens up a whole new meaning to the phrase or sentence. To qualify, thecandidate material must have been published in print and must cause allof the Editors some amusement! A collection of the best of these is to befound in the `Millennium' Issue (2000 February) produced on the occasionof the �rst number of the new (if false) millennium. Which, of course, drawsattention to one �nal | but rather rare | feature: the pink pages. On threeoccasions in the Magazine's history, a `Special Pull-out and Throw-awaySupplement' has been added to the usual Magazine in commemoration ofsome particular event. The �rst appeared in the 1000th issue (1974 June),the second in the 100th year (although in the October issue rather than theApril one), and the third, as indicated above, marked the (false) millennium(the true one having started in 2001). The pink pages contain rather less-orthodox material than is usually the case, in the hope of raising a smileor two among the hard-pressed astronomical community.4. The EditorsAs related above, the founder and �rst Editor of The Observatory wasW. H. M. Christie, Chief Assistant at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich.On his elevation to the post of Astronomer Royal in 1881, the editorialmantle fell on E. W. Maunder, also of the Royal Observatory, well-knownfor his work on the time-variability of sunspot numbers. In 1885, he wasjoined in running the Magazine by A. M. W. Downing and T. Lewis, againboth on the sta� at Greenwich, and from that time the number of Editorshas generally been three or four, occasionally rising to �ve or even six at atransitional period.3Quite what the Editors all do has clearly been an occasional source ofmystery; see, e.g., Paul Murdin's letter in Vol. 105, p. 139. If recent practiceis anything to go by, two Editors are usually fully employed writing up thereports of RAS meetings | and chasing speakers for summaries of theircontributions, another deals with the preparation of material for the printer,while another handles the subscriptions and �nancial side of the operation(although at the moment, with just three Editors in post, the positions3As an exercise for the student, plot out the number of Editors in each year of theMagazine's existence and derive the mean and standard deviation; data may be extractedfrom the �rst page of the annual index, reproduced in Fig. 2.



8 DAVID STICKLANDof Copy Editor and Managing Editor have been combined in the presentauthor). Naturally, all of the Editors read all the submitted material4 andalso read through both galley proofs and page proofs. Given that eachEditor is normally employed by a government establishment or universitydepartment, the editorial work has to be squeezed in around his more formalduties.This need to juggle the responsibilities of paid employment with edito-rial work has had certain consequences for theMagazine. Primarily, Editorshave been required either to work in an institution in which the Magazinehas been given a somewhat privileged status, or to have been especiallydedicated to working long hours, as I suspect was the case with Roger Grif-�n, who currently shares the long-duration award for editing the Magazinefor 23 years with T. Lewis; or, of course, both! These conicting pressureshave usually been the cause of editorial retirements, and I can recall sev-eral cases during my 20 years in o�ce where academic duties have �nallyoverwhelmed an Editor into giving up. The value of a sympathetic insti-tution was clearly why the Magazine was based for so long at the RoyalObservatory (at Greenwich) and then at the Royal Greenwich Observatory(at Herstmonceux). It helped, of course, that two Astronomers Royal afterChristie, Sir Harold Spencer Jones and Sir Richard Woolley, had both beenEditors, and, no doubt, that the Magazine had been founded there.In addition to three Astronomers Royal, a number of observatory di-rectors all had experience on the Magazine before reaching the pinnaclesof their careers, and one might argue that editorship is a valuable rite ofpassage. For others, on the other hand, the pinnacle is past and The Obser-vatory represents a satisfying `hobby' on the way to retirement! A full listof past Editors is now routinely presented as the �rst page of the annualindex to the Magazine, although this was not always the case. The �rst,somewhat compressed list was published with Volume 69 in 1949, while thepresent format, giving the dates of joining and leaving, �rst appeared inVolume 97, 1977, thanks to some research by Roger Gri�n.Each year (at present, at least), the Editors gather for their annualmeeting | and annual lunch! On these occasions, vital matters of policyare thrashed out, including prices for the following year, new initiatives,and `house style'. The latter is a vexatious matter which, during the proof-reading stages, sparks endless discussion: whether to allow split in�nitives,use of the serial comma, spelling, hyphenation, use of italics, and sundryother matters | which are not always to the liking of contributors. Thenthere is the matter of sticking to those rules and of being consistent in thelong term. It can be very trying for amateurs in the publishing business!4Papers and letters are, in addition, sent out to an external referee.



THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINE 9From time to time the Editors, naturally enough, contribute Editori-als for publication. Generally they deal with mundane matters like pricechanges or the retirement of one of their number, but occasionally theyare more forthcoming on other issues, as, for example, the problems facingastronomy after the Second World War (Vol. 66, p. 97), or the funding ofscience and scientist's pay (Vol. 66, p. 165). Indeed, Editorials seemed tobe very popular in Volume 66, where they frequently usurped RAS meet-ing reports from the `prime slot'. Two rather nice letters, almost `emerituseditorials', were written by H. H. Turner and H. P. Hollis for issue no. 500(Vol. 39, pp. 224 & 227), carrying some interesting reminiscences from theearly days of the Magazine.Even more infrequently, past and present Editors gather to celebratesome benchmark anniversary; as an example, in the RGO archives I founda menu from the 90th Anniversary Dinner held at Herstmonceux Castleon 1967 August 15. Iced melon was followed by clear soup, leading on tobraised steak, mushrooms, garden peas and potatoes, washed down witheither Trittenheimer Riesling '65 or St. Estephe '61. Fruit salad and freshcream followed by co�ee brought proceedings to a close.5. The SubscribersAlthough for most of its life The Observatory has been associated with oneinstitution, a typical `editorship' lasts only a few years, and inevitably each`new broom' sweeps clean to a certain extent. This housekeeping, togetherwith the upheavals caused by the Second World War, the transfer fromGreenwich to Herstmonceux, and then from Herstmonceux to Didcot, hasmeant that not much in the way of records has been kept on just who hassubscribed to theMagazine over the years. Certainly most major astronom-ical institutions subscribe and a surprising number of minor ones, togetherwith a few places which one might not associate with astronomy, e.g., theNew York Public Library at Grand Central Station. These institutionalsubscribers presently number around 400, although some, for example, in anumber of countries formerly in the Soviet Union, are receiving gratis copieswhile their economies strengthen. In the 1960s, the number of institutionalsubscribers was probably somewhat larger, perhaps up to 500 or more, whenscience | or at least astronomy | was better funded than it is today. Ourpresent list of institutional subscribers shows a world-wide distribution forthe Magazine; it is certainly not con�ned to the English-speaking regions,although just how well the `Here & There' column is received in some partsis unclear!Other recipients of free subscriptions are the `places of deposit', to whichwe are legally obliged to send copies, such as the British Library, and some



10 DAVID STICKLANDof the abstracting agencies. We also send theMagazine to a number of otherjournals who have agreed to exchange copies, thus creating a small libraryof magazines and journals for the Editors' use (excluding, unfortunately,the `heavyweights', such as MNRAS, A&A, ApJ !).There has always been a number of individual subscribers among boththe professional and amateur communities. During my time as an Editor,but prior to 1998, that number was quite small, generally a few dozen.However, at that time and for reasons that will be outlined in the nextsection, the Royal Astronomical Society ended its block subscription for theFellows (numbering then around 2800, less a few who opted for a geophysicsmagazine). Around 450 who wanted to continue to receive The Observatorywere obliged to pay an additional $10 for their copies, which they did (andmost still do) either through their annual payments to the RAS or directlyto the Editorial O�ce.In an e�ort to spark some interest in the Magazine among the up-and-coming generation of (British) astronomers, the Editors agreed to o�er freecopies to postgraduate students studying astronomy or a related subjectin a British university. Starting in 2002, all the student had to do was torequest, by e-mail, a free subscription! Almost 140 students took up theo�er. At the end of the year, those continuing their postgraduate course(moving into year 2 or 3) were invited to re-apply for 2003, those qualifyingwere encouraged to take out a personal subscription at the usual rate, andthose newly entering postgraduate work in astronomy were invited to jointhe scheme. The nett results are somewhat disappointing: around half ofthose eligible (year 2 & 3) requested continuation of their free subscriptions,none of those graduating took out a personal subscription, and just under50 new students joined the scheme. It may con�rm my, possibly jaundiced,view that today's scientists want to get everything from their PC screens!6. FinanceThe Observatory has always been a low-cost operation, largely because ofthe honorary status of the Editors and the support given by the institutionshosting the Editors, especially the Managing Editor. Aside from the lunchtaken on the occasion of the annual Editors' Meeting, and some travel ex-penses incurred by the Editors reporting the RAS meetings | and recentlythose of postgraduate students helping the Editors with those reports |the bulk of the expenditure goes on printing the Magazine and o�prints5and postage out to subscribers. This has to be met by subscriptions, avery small amount of advertising revenue, and some help presently given525 of which are still o�ered gratis to authors of papers, letters, and reports of dis-cussion meetings.



THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINE 11by the RAS towards the expense of reporting their Ordinary Meetings.Two rates are set, one for institutions, and another, substantially lower, forthose \who undertake not to re-sell or donate the magazine to libraries".The rates are reviewed annually, but the recent practice has been to make,when necessary, a signi�cant change every few years rather than a smalladjustment each year. The aim has been simply to cover costs, and no e�orthas been made to make a pro�t.6 Of course, much depends on ination andjust how the printer's costs change. As this is written, ination is low andprices have remained the same for �ve years. The Magazine being a rathersmall `business', it has not been worth setting in place complex systemsof payment, such as by credit card. At present, and probably until (or if)the UK abandons sterling and joins the Euro, most payments are made insterling, although US dollars are also accepted since a sizeable number ofsubscribers are in the USA; for them, a rate of exchange is set to reectmarket rates plus the conversion of funds to the sterling account.In 1941, with the distribution and other problems caused by wartime,the Editors came to an arrangement with the Council of the Royal Astro-nomical Society whereby the Society would take out a block subscriptionto the Magazine, which would be distributed (by the Society) to all Fel-lows. This was seen at the time and for many years after to be mutuallybene�cial, with reports of meetings being carried to Fellows all over theworld, and with the Editors being given a sound �nancial underpinning,which in later years became, in fact, something like half the total incomeas the number of Fellows rose strongly. The Editors further agreed at thetime e�ectively to absorb, for the duration of the war, the RAS's OccasionalNotes (see Tayler (1987)).In 1960, the RAS launched its own `house' publication, the QuarterlyJournal, containing more general material, often of a review nature, incomparison with the `hard' science to be found in their Monthly Notices.QJ ran successfully for 37 years but then ran foul of a committee set upby the RAS Council to consider the `rôle and image' of the Society, whichdeemed it to be `stu�y' and evidently not glamorous enough for the up-and-coming young astronomers the RAS needed to attract. Their response was,in 1998, to replace it with Astronomy & Geophysics, a lively, colour, glossymagazine compiled under a paid, part-time editor. This venture appearsto have worked well for the Society although the �nancial costs, in largepart imposed by the introduction of colour printing, were substantial. Thisexercised the then-Treasurer (an ex-Editor of The Observatory !) to look6What pro�t has been made, at least for the past 60 years, has been subjected totaxation, formerly income tax and more recently corporation tax. So the famous wordsby Benjamin Franklin about the only two certainties of life being death and taxes seemto apply in astronomy too.



12 DAVID STICKLANDfor signi�cant savings in the Society's budget, and a major | and possiblythe only | casualty was the Magazine's block subscription. Immediatelythe Editors were forced to double prices, but to their enormous relief, thenumber of cancelled subscriptions, especially amongst libraries, was small.What it did mean, of course, was a drastic reduction of circulation, fromaround 3000 to about 1000, which would always be a painful experiencefor any publisher | and the Editors are technically both the owners andpublishers of The Observatory. However, the Magazine has survived thatupheaval and, as recounted earlier, prices have remained constant since thatwatershed.As a footnote to the relationship between The Observatory and theRAS, it is interesting to record that on the occasions of the founding ofboth QJ and A&G, at least some members of the RAS Council were keento amalgamate the Magazine with those new journals, but at both timesthe Editors considered their independence too high a price to pay; anothertake-over bid in 1974 was similarly repulsed.7. PrintersThe Editors have evidently always been somewhat conservative in their at-titude to printers, especially with regard to changing them. The �rst, Taylor& Francis of Red Lion Court, Fleet Street, London, was the �rst, and theycontinued printing the Magazine until 1946. It was perhaps the reason-able proximity to the Royal Observatory at Greenwich that prompted thatchoice; one can imagine a trail of messengers taking proofs backwards andforwards between the two places, and thus maintaining the rapid produc-tion schedule of just two or three weeks. Taylor & Francis is, incidentally,still very much in business.7The second printer to be used by the Editors was Vincent-Baxer, anOxford-based �rm which produced the Magazine between 1947 and 1959.It is not yet clear to me why this change was made, although it may haverelated in part to the removal during this period of the Royal Observatoryfrom Greenwich to Herstmonceux. Vincent-Baxer no longer appears in theOxford telephone directory, so has presumably closed down.Su�ce it to say that, once the Royal Observatory had settled into theSussex countryside, a printer was located closer to hand. Sum�eld & Day,based in Eastbourne, was the third printer for The Observatory and theycontinued until 1987, when a succession of less-than-modest price risesforced the Editors, including me, to look around for someone more com-7It also seems, from the archival records, that they were the formal publishers ofThe Observatory and were responsible for most of the business activities until RichardWoolley assumed those powers in 1938.



THE OBSERVATORY MAGAZINE 13petitive. At the suggestion of Jacqueline Mitton (now the RAS's PressO�cer), we investigated University Printing Services (an o�-shoot of Cam-bridge University Press) and commenced a generally satisfactory collabo-ration which runs to the present day. Given the `amateur' status of theEditors, it was important to build up a good working relationship with theprinter, so that we felt that we were dealing with someone who `knew' theMagazine to the point where at least some of the omissions or errors ofstyle created by the Editors would be quietly picked up and corrected. Thiscertainly is the case at present; long may it continue!8. The FutureIn 2002,The Observatory passed its 125th birthday. It was founded in an agevastly di�erent from that of the present readership, although the Editorsover the years appear to have fought to keep the general appearance andformat as constant as possible, and most certainly the present team arenot about to `rock the boat'. Whether this very conservative approach isviable is quite another matter. Although I know that younger membersof the astronomical community are to be counted among our readership,they are distinctly a minority, for what may be a number of reasons. Asalluded to earlier, it may be that only information pouring from a PCscreen is deemed to be acceptable to the new breed of astronomer; perhapsthe impermanency of academic positions today has made young researchersreluctant to take up the habit of collecting journals. Whatever the case, thelimited evidence so far indicates fewer personal subscribers for the future.For those addicted to the PC screen, the Editors have, in the last fewyears, provided Guenther Eichhorn and his NASA-supported team at Har-vard's Astrophysics Data System with a complete set of `Tables of Contents'together with all the available back issues of the Magazine. The latter havebeen scanned in, together with quite a few missing issues obtained fromelsewhere, and made accessible on-line to web users. However, under thepresent editorial r�egime, that is probably as far as it will go! While we havea useful web page, begun by Andrew Collier-Cameron at St. Andrews andcontinued by Stephen Fossey at the University of London Observatory (seewww.ulo.ucl.ac.uk/obsmag/), it is highly unlikely that we shall progress toa true electronic publication. I doubt whether there is the expertise, time,or even interest in pursuing that avenue among the present Editors. Moreto the point, it is hard to imagine such a small operation being able tohandle the electronic subscription problems. Perhaps that is being undulypessimistic; or perhaps the Magazine that has bridged three centuries isnearing retirement. Time will tell.
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